SERVICES

CONTACT

The studies which were motivated by an indefinite dis-

Contact and informations:

comfort about the social structures are grown to a

Please do not hesitate to contact me for further requests

professional work.

and informations.

Therefore I offer:
Multimedia presenations:
Websites, ebooks, art prints, audio books, video
installation as infinite loop, placard with 5 levels of
complexity and 240 file cards.
Analysis and scenarios

Adress:
Ralf Einert
Engeldamm 62a
10179 Berlin
Germany

Ralf Einert

Social and economic analysis and scenarios as basis

Communication:

for decisions and goal setting for organisations and

Mobile: +49 151 16659610

companies.

ralf.einert@t-online.de

Lectures and exhibitions:

der-weltgeist.de

THE WORLD SPIRIT

Lectures and exhibitions of the Seven-Level World View
and the economic studies on demand, video installation

PROFILE

as infinite loop.
Studies: Business Administration and

from the general ...

to the particular ...

The artificial

A sustainable society

realization of a

without economic

philosophical idea:

growth is possible:

A Seven-Level

Studies of

World View

economic change

Engineering. Further Education: Diploma
in European Business Administration,
Studies of Japanese Business & society.
Employments: Financial Analyst of a

EXAMPLE

holding company, Controller of a mediumsized company, Project Controller of a large-scale order.
Orders: Projects and interim management with focus on
business development, reporting, and finance; business
plans for entrepeneurs. Exhibitions: Gallery Zeitzone,
k-salon, lecture in the LaLuz, billboard at Potsdamer Platz.

der-weltgeist.de

der-weltgeist.de

INTRODUCTION
Our imaginations of the world and our consciousness de-

FROM THE GENERAL ...

TO THE PARTICULAR ...

A Seven-Level World View

Studie of Economic Change

The sensual experience

The intellectual challenge

The "Seven-Level World View" is the artificial realization
of a philosophical idea at the borderline between
science and art as well as theory and practice.

The „Studies of Economic Change“ give the evidence for
the banal and absurd sounding theses that the working
hours must be reduced and the wages must be increased.

Experience how the binary code leads to
scientific studies, how these lead to a science,
how this leads to the system of science, how this
leads to the history course, how this leads to the
world spirit, and how this leads to the universe,
which is based on "All and Nothing" (Leibniz).

Declining economic growth rates due to the
"law" of diminishing marginal utility meet with
increasing labour productivity rates due to the
idea of the evolution theory. The alternatives are
maximum welfare in a leisure-oriented society
or full employment connected with poverty.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE
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termine mainly the criteria the economic rules are deduced
from. But the globalisation of the world economy reveals
the failure of these rules. Nothing remains as before after
the actual financial and economic crisis. More and more
people are excluded from the use of the social structures
which are factors of production as well.
A Seven-Level World View as an artificial transformation
of a philosophical idea opens new horizons. It helps to
recognize how the "One" can explain everything or how
the logical structure of the universe can be thought. The
author provides a new imagination of the world: The seven
levels form a circle. Therefore an endless "Voyage through
the Universe" arises.
The Studies of Economic Change as an exampel of a science
offer a different perspective. Not only philosophers should be
concerned by a lack of conviction or trust for their intellectual
amusement. Even supposed economic laws have to be
proven critically. You will see how chains of causation which
are accepted as true can be switched to the opposite and
what consequences have to be deduced.

VALUE
Social active citizens with interest in philosophy, art,
science, politics, or economy are able to benefit
from the value of this work:
• visual illustration of a philosophical idea
• model of the universe consisting of Nothing an Onde
• animation as infinite loop: ‚The Voyage through the Universe‘
• imagination of a common geneses of all religions
• presentation of a sustainable economic policy without growth

der-weltgeist.de

